
fitting
1. [ʹfıtıŋ] n

1. 1) примерка; пригонка, подгонка по фигуре (одежды )
2) приладка, пригонка
3) спец. фитирование, аппроксимация, подгонка эмпирической кривой
2. тех. установка, сборка, оборудование; монтаж
3. обыкн. pl приспособления, принадлежности, арматура, детали

electrical fitting - электроарматура
(plumbing) fitting - водопроводная арматура, фитинги
light fitting - осветительнаяарматура
bathroom fitting - санитарно-техническоеоборудование
kitchen fitting - кухонное оборудование

4. аккорд, набор струн (для музыкального инструмента)

2. [ʹfıtıŋ] a

подходящий, годный; надлежащий
fitting remark - уместное замечание
it is fitting that he should take the chair - именно ему следует занять председательское место

Apresyan (En-Ru)

fitting
fit·ting [fitting fittings] adjective, noun BrE [ˈfɪtɪŋ] NAmE [ˈfɪtɪŋ]

adjective
1. (formal) suitable or right for the occasion

Syn:↑appropriate

• The award was a fitting tribute to her years of devotedwork.
• A fitting end to the meal would be a glass of port.
• It is fitting that the new centre for European studies should be in a university that teaches every European language.

2. -fitting (in adjectives) havinga particular↑fit

• a tight-fitting dress
 
Example Bank:

• It seemed entirely fitting that she should be wearing black.
• It is fitting that the award should go to the person who inspired the project.
• It was a fitting end to a glamorous career.

 
noun
1. usually plural a small part on a piece of equipment or furniture

• light fittings
• a pine cupboard with brass fittings

2. usually plural (BrE) items in a house such as a cooker, lights or shelves that are usually fixed but that you can take with you when
you move to a new house

compare ↑fixture

3. an occasion when you try on a piece of clothing that is being made for you to see if it fits
• to havea fitting for a wedding dress

 
Example Bank:

• Our bathroom fittings are easy to install.
• The room still has the original fixtures and fittings.
• a fitting used to join copper pipe
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fitting
I. fit ting1 /ˈfɪtɪŋ/ BrE AmE noun

[Word Family: noun: ↑fit, ↑fitting, ↑fitness, ↑fitter, ↑misfit; adjective: ↑fitted, ↑fitting, ↑fit≠↑unfit; verb: fit; adverb: fittingly]

1. [C, usually plural] British English a piece of equipment in a house, for example a↑cooker or a↑fridge, that can be moved or

taken with you when you sell the house ⇨ fixtures and fittings at ↑fixture(2)

2. [C, usually plural] an outside part of a piece of equipment that makes it possible to use or handle it:
a sink with chrome fittings (=handle and taps)
new light fittings

3. [uncountable] an occasion when you put on a piece of clothing that is being made for you, to see if it fits properly
II. fitting2 BrE AmE adjective formal

[Word Family: noun: ↑fit, ↑fitting, ↑fitness, ↑fitter, ↑misfit; adjective: ↑fitted, ↑fitting, ↑fit≠↑unfit; verb: fit; adverb: fittingly]

right for a particular situation or occasion SYN appropriate :
I thought the memorial was a fitting tribute to the President.
a fitting end to what was a memorable trip

it is only fitting (that)
It is only fitting that Simon should propose the first toast tonight.
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